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Commentary At-a-Glance 
 

 All three indexes moved higher after retesting lows at the onset of the week.  
 A government shutdown was averted until at least December 11th. 

 It is decision time for several central banks around the world this week. 

 Third quarter was a great quarter for active management performance! 

 Economic data overall came in below market expectations.  
 

 

Market Wrap-Up 
 

Last week was a testing week for the three major indexes here in the US as each of the indexes moved down 
toward the low points experienced back at the end of August. In technical terms this is called “retesting the lows” 
and it is a very common exercise that occurs on almost all indexes and investment types. The movement occurs 
for a number of seemingly random reasons, with perhaps the biggest influencer of the movement being market 
timers trying to time the bottom of the markets. What better spot to try to time a bottom point than the point at 
which it turned around previously? If enough people “see” the bottom forming and try to time it you can get the 
bottom to form as investors are buying and pushing the markets higher. While testing last week took place at a 
slightly higher level than the low points reached back in August, it was still clearly a test and the markets bounced 
off the level of support to the upside, leading some pundits to call for the start of a rally. However, if we do see a 
rally each of the indexes still has a significant way to move upward before they hit their main levels of resistance, 
as illustrated by the upper red lines below: 
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From a technical perspective all three of the major US indexes are in a trading range, with the lower bound being 
the point hit back in late August and the upper bound be ing the point achieved in mid-September. Until we break 
out of this trading range we will remain range bound and likely trade in a sideways fashion. In looking closely at 
the three major indexes, the S&P 500 (upper left pane above) and Dow (upper right pane above) are virtually tied 
in terms of technical strength. The laggard right now is the NASDAQ (lower left pane above) as the index 
continues to struggle to shake off the negative stigma currently being associated with the biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical industries, which the index has a heavy weighting toward. If it were not for the anchor of bio and 
pharma the NASDAQ would likely be right in the pack with the other two indexes vying for best technical 
strength. While the markets were moving higher last week the VIX (lower right pane above) moved lower, as is 
expected. 
 

 

International News 
 

Central bank action around the world typically gets a lot of attention. Last week 
it was the Bank of India’s turn in the spot light. The Bank of India cut interest 
rates by 0.5 percent on most of the centrally set rates last week in an effort to 
pick up the pace of growth within the Indian economy. Pushing GDP higher has 
been a central theme of the last few months as many countries such as China, 
Australia and Japan have all been struggling to see their economics grow at 
acceptable rates. Most recently, manufacturing data released by Markit over the 
past week shows that in many cases manufacturing is slowing down or growing 
much less quickly than it was just a few months ago. In Europe the Markit manufacturing data showed that 
northern Europe is seeing manufacturing increase steadily while southern Europe continues to struggle. Perhaps 
more concerning, however, is that manufacturing hit multi-month low points in four key countries—The 
Netherlands, Italy, Germany and Spain. Germany is the main concern right now with its auto industry undeniably 
being weakened by the emissions testing scandal that is still unfolding. 
 
In China, the manufacturing data continued to deteriorate 
according to Caixin, as the chart to the right indicates. After 
the September reading we have now seen most of the 2015 
monthly manufacturing data points about China post readings 
under 50, which signals contractions in manufacturing. But if 
you look back on the chart you can see that this slow 
downward trend is nothing new and has happened each year 
over the past two or three years. However, this time it looks 
like China will deteriorate even further unless some of the 
stimulus measures the government in China has been 
undertaking really start to have a positive impact. South Korea 
and Taiwan also both posted consecutive negative moths for 
manufacturing, as the knock on effects from the trouble in 
China are spilling over into neighboring countries. Japan is a 
bright spot in the case of manufacturing in the Asian region as 
they saw an expansion during the month of September, albeit a very slight one. Maybe all of the steps the 
government in Japan has been taking over the past few months have finally started to pay off. Closer to home, 
both the PMI data from Canada and Mexico showed that both countries saw further deterioration in 
manufacturing during the month of September. This is likely coming from slowing demand coming out of the US 
since the US is the largest single trading partner with both countries. Any time there is so much negative press 
about the state of individual countries and questioning of the overall health of the global economy, central banks 
are bound to take notice. 
 
This week there are several key planned central bank meetings with the Bank of Japan, the Reserve Bank of 
Australia and the Bank of England all holding meetings. The Bank of England will perhaps be the most 
interesting of the meetings as they are very close to increasing rates and becoming the first major central bank to 
do so. They could even get a jump on the US Fed if they manage to get it done at this week’s meeting. The Bank 
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of Japan and the Reserve Bank of Australia are both not expected to make any waves at this week’s meetings as 
they stay the course on their policies. Australia is currently hoping to see a recovery in the natural resources 
industry its economy so heavily depends upon and the Bank of Japan will hold fire until it sees how the new and 
evolving policies of Abenomics may come into play during the end of the this year and first part of next. 
However, with this many central banks meeting at such an interesting time in the global economy anything is 
possible and we could see some unexpected actions being taken. These in turn could impact the global financial 
markets. 

 

 

National News 
 

National news last week focused for the first part of the week on the looming deadline for Congress to pass 
spending measures and avert the government going into yet another shutdown. In true form Congress waited until 
just a few hours remained until the clock struck midnight in order to pass the legislation. The spending bill was 
then passed along to the President who signed the bill and saved a shutdown. While all of this sounds like 
politicians doing their job and actually getting something done, it is not. The measure that was passed was merely 
a stop gap measure to keep the government funded at current spending levels through December 11

th
 of 2015. 

After all of the negotiating and talking was done, Congress could only come close enough together to pass a deal 
that will make them repeat the process in about two months’ time. With one potential crisis averted Wall Street 
turned back to its favorite past time of the past few years and once again began mulling over the possibility of a 
Fed interest rate hike prior to the end of the year.  
 
Fed chair Yellen has on numerous occasions stated that she feels the time will be 
appropriate for the Fed to start raising rates during 2015, but the markets seem to 
be thinking otherwise. In the fixed income markets we have been seeing demand 
at government auctions be stronger than expected and investors are willing to 
take lower and in some cases even negative yields on fixed income 
instruments—this is not what you would expect from a fixed income market that 
should be pricing in a rate hike. The utilities sector last week was one of the top 
performing sectors of the markets. This is a defensive sector that is inversely 
correlated to the Fed funds rate. Typically, when the Fed funds rate is increasing 
or it looks like an increase is imminent, the utility stocks push lower. This occurs 
because people own utility stocks primarily for the dividends they pay and when they can get a yield on fixed 
income that is equivalent to the coupon rate on fixed income, most investors do not want to bear the brunt of the 
equity risk associated with utilities and would rather own fixed income. So who do you believe about the near 
term future of interest rates? The Fed is clearly saying one thing and the markets, both fixed income and equities, 
seem to be pointing toward something else. I side with the Fed and think increasing rates at some point during 
2015 is still the best case scenario. The Fed has not in the past, and should not in the future, let market bets move 
their thinking on monetary policies. The problem here is that if the markets are incorrect and misjudge that the 
Fed will not be raising rates, it sets up for an even more violent potential outcome should the Fed push ahead and 
increase rates. According to Fed watch, which is calculated 
by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), the current 
odds of a Fed rate hike during the month of October have 
fallen all of the way from 14 percent last week down to a 
meager 5 percent right now. We have already seen the 
chances of a Fed rate hike in the month of December come 
down meaningfully to 30 percent from 37 percent at this time last week. If the Fed decides to increase rates this 
year it will come as a surprise to the majority of traders attempting to bet on the future movements of rates. There 
are several key speeches this week that may provide some insight into the Fed’s thinking as well as the release of 
the meeting minutes from the September meeting, when it sounded like the discussion and vote came very close 
to raising interest rates.  
 

 

 



Market Statistics 
 
EQUITIES 
 
Last week was a positive week for the three major indexes in the US with the upward move being done with about 
20 percent higher volume than we have seen over the past year:  

 
INDEX CHANGE VOLUME 

S&P 500 1.04% Above Average 

Dow 0.97% Above Average 

NASDAQ 0.45% Above Average 

 
NASDAQ continued to lag behind the other two major sectors as it has yet to shake the negative sentiment 
surrounding the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. As mentioned above, volume to the upside was 
about 20 percent higher than it has been over the past year, which is a positive sign as prior to last week we 
had been seeing more volume move to the downside than upside in the major indexes. Higher volume to the 
upside tends to mean there was more participation as the market was moving higher. Some of this could have 
been due to investors trying to time the bottom in the energy market by jumping in last week.  
 

When looking at sectors, the following were the top 5 and bottom 5 performers over the course of the previous 
week: 

 

TOP 5 SECTORS CHANGE 
 

BOTTOM 5 SECTORS CHANGE 

Oil & Gas Exploration 4.38%  Telecommunications -3.10% 

Energy 3.02%  Global Real Estate -3.00% 

Semiconductors 2.73%  Home Construction -2.78% 

Utilities 2.34%  Broker Dealers -2.75% 

Basic Materials 2.34%  Healthcare Providers -1.79% 

Oil and Gas as well as Energy overall turned in strong performances last week as some pundits are calling the 
turn on the price of oil. In a curious trade last week, Utilities turned in the fourth strongest performance of all 
the sectors. This was odd because typically the Utilities sector lags the rest of the market when it is moving 
upward. Also, if there is any inclination that rates could be moving higher by the end of the year, it would put 
downward pressure on the Utilities sector. With such a strong move last week the Utilities sector is betting 
that the Fed will not be able to increase rates during 2015.  

FIXED INCOME  

The US fixed income market all moved higher last week as the long end of the curve (20+ years) experienced the 
best performance, while even the shorter end of the curve moved higher: 

FIXED INCOME CHANGE 

Long (20+ years) 2.70% 

Middle (7-10 years) 1.50% 

Short (less than 1 year) 0.01% 

TIPS 1.45% 

  
After gaining nearly a full percent two weeks ago against a basket of international currencies, last week the US 
dollar gave up 0.20 percent against the same basket of international currencies. The best performing currency last 
week was the Canadian Dollar as it gained 1.17 percent against the dollar with much of the gain being attributed 
to the strength of the Canadian economy, while they have been going through a technical recession. A currency 
that rarely makes either the top or the bottom of the list on a weekly basis made the bottom of the list last week 



and that currency is the Singapore dollar. The Singapore dollar decreased by 0.55 percent against the value of the 
US dollar over the course of the previous week as the country continues to struggle with the slowdown in China 
that is adversely affecting nearly all of the southeastern Asian economies. 
 
COMMODITIES 

Gold and soft commodities slipped last week, while oil and base metals moved higher :  

METALS CHANGE 

Gold -0.75% 

Silver 1.04% 

Copper 2.70% 

 

COMMODITIES  CHANGE 

Oil 0.34% 

Livestock -3.12% 

Grains -0.39% 

Agriculture -0.95% 

The overall Goldman Sachs Commodity Index gave up 0.76 percent last week as the movements in soft 
commodities were too much for the small positive gains seen in oil and base metals to overcome. Oil’s 
trading range last week contracted even more as the liquid gold traded in a less than 3 percent wide trading 
range; at this point it looks like we could be putting in a floor on oil. The major metals were mixed last week 
with Gold decreasing 0.75 percent, snapping two weeks in a row of gains, while Silver gained 1.04 percent 
and Copper increased 2.70 percent. Soft commodities were all lower last week with Livestock giving 3.12 
percent, while Grains decreased 0.39 percent and Agriculture overall moved lower by 0.95 percent.  

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE 

 
International markets were mixed last week with about two thirds moving higher while a third moved lower. 
The best and worst performing indexes, however, were both found in Southeastern Asia. The best performing 
index last week was found in Taiwan and was the Taiex Index, which advanced 2.1 percent, thanks in large 
part to typhoon Dujuan causing less damage to the country than forecasters had predicted. The largest decline 
last week was seen in Thailand with the SET Index declining by 2.2 percent, as fears over a continued 
slowdown in China may have long lasting negative impacts on the country.  
 
VOLATILITY 

Volatility last week moved lower with the VIX giving up 11.35 percent on a weekly basis as investors seemed 
to grow less concerned about fears in the market place. While we still remain easily above the 52-week 
average level for the VIX we have seen a steady downward movement in the VIX since the spike upward that 
took place back in late September that left the VIX over 27. The current reading of 20.94 implies that a move 
of 6.04 percent is likely to occur over the next 30 days. As always, the direction of the move is unknown. 



PERFORMANCE 

For the trading week ending on 10/2/2015, returns in my hypothetical models* (net of a 1% annual 
management fee) were as follows: 

 LAST WEEK SINCE 6/30/2015 Q3 2015 

Aggressive Model 0.37 % 0.92 % 0.26 % 

    Aggressive Benchmark 0.80 % -7.60 % -8.91 % 

Growth Model 0.20 % 0.61 % 0.27 % 

    Growth Benchmark 0.64  % -5.90  % -6.94 % 

Moderate Model 0.05 % 0.40 % 0.37 % 

    Moderate Benchmark 0.46 % -4.21 % -4.96 % 

Income Model -0.03 % 0.64 % 0.79 % 

    Income Benchmark 0.23 % -2.09 % -2.47 % 

S&P 500 1.04 % -5.42 % -6.94 % 

 

*Model performance does not represent any specific account performance but rather a model of holdings based on risk levels that are like 

my actual holdings, the hypothetical models are rebalanced daily to model targets. 

 
The third quarter of 2015 came to a close last week. I added a new column this week to the above table to show 
the performance of each of my models as well as the S&P 500 for the third quarter. As you can see, it was a very 
good quarter for active management as all four of my models turned in positive performance net of fees for the 
quarter. The biggest contributor to performance over the course of the quarter was my hedging positions that 
helped to offset much of the volatility seen in late August and throughout September. Stock selections also played 
a big part in the performance of the quarter as the individual stocks owned in each of my models performed better 
than expected given the volatility and downward movements of the markets over the course of the quarter. I made 
no changes to my models over the course of the previous week and remain defensively positioned in all of my 
models, but am actively looking for investment opportunities across all markets. 
 

 

Economic News 
 

WEEK IN REVIEW 

 
Last week was a very busy week for economic news releases as both a month and a quarter end occurred during 
the trading week. There was one release that significantly beat expectations, highlighted in green below, and three 
releases that significantly missed expectations, highlighted in red below: 



 
ECONOMIC 

IMPACT DATE ECONOMIC NEWS RELEAS E DATE RANGE ACTUAL EXPECTATION 

Neutral 9/28/2015 Personal Income August 2015 0.30% 0.40% 

Neutral 9/28/2015 Personal Spending August 2015 0.40% 0.30% 

Neutral 9/28/2015 PCE Prices - Core August 2015 0.10% 0.10% 

Slightly 
Negative 

9/28/2015 Pending Home Sales August 2015 -1.40% 0.50% 

Neutral 9/29/2015 Case-Shiller 20-city Index July 2015 5.00% 5.00% 

Positive 9/29/2015 Consumer Confidence September 2015 103 96 

Neutral 9/30/2015 ADP Employment Change September 2015 200K 200K 

Negative 9/30/2015 Chicago PMI September 2015 48.7 52.7 

Neutral 10/1/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 277K 270K 

Neutral 10/1/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2191K 2248K 

Neutral 10/1/2015 ISM Index September 2015 50.2 50.6 

Negative 10/2/2015 Nonfarm Payrolls September 2015 142K 205K 

Negative 10/2/2015 Nonfarm Private Payrolls September 2015 118K 200K 

Neutral 10/2/2015 Unemployment Rate September 2015 5.10% 5.10% 

Slightly 
Negative 

10/2/2015 Factory Orders August 2015 -1.70% -1.00% 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

Last week started off on Monday with the release of personal income and spending for the month of August, both 
of which came within one tenth of a percent on either side of expectations, leading to very little market reaction. 
PCE prices were released at the same time and showed no signs of inflation with a reading of 0.1 percent; this is 
far below what the Fed would like to see with its inflation targets. Later during the day on Monday pending home 
sales for the month of August were released and the number was not good as it showed a decline of 1.4 percent in 
pending homes sales during the month of August when compared to the July level. Some of this likely had to do 
with the end of the Spring home selling period and summer being in full force, but it was still a negative reading 
for the US housing market, something we have not seen very often in the last few years. On Tuesday the Case-
Shiller 20-City Home Price index was released for the month of July and showed a gain of 5 percent on a year 
over year basis, as was expected. Consumer confidence overshadowed the home price data on Tuesday as the 
reading was far ahead of expectations, posting a 103 when the markets had been expecting a reading of only 96. 
This boost in confidence could go a long way for holiday spending as confident consumers are more likely to 
spend money than consumers lacking confidence. On Wednesday the first of the employment figures for the week 
was released with the ADP employment change figure showing a gain of 200,000 jobs during the month of 
September. This was in line with expectations and did not lead to any revisions in expectations to the employment 
releases later during the week. The ADP number, however, was overshadowed by the Chicago PMI on 
Wednesday as the Chicago PMI figure was dismal. The PMI index for Chicago was expected to post a reading of 
52.7, which would signal an expansion in manufacturing because the reading was over 50. However, the actual 
figure came in at 48.7. This reading of 48.7 means that during the month of September there was a contraction in 
manufacturing in the greater Chicago area. This is concerning because it follows manufacturing contractions that 
we have been seeing in other regions such as New York and Philadelphia over the same time period. On Thursday 
the standard weekly unemployment related figures were released with initial jobless claims coming in higher than 
anticipated and continuing jobless claims coming in lower, thus having an offsetting effect on the markets. The 
overall ISM index on Thursday was seen creeping back toward the all important 50 level as it posted a reading of 
50.2, down from the expected 50.6 reading. Friday was all about jobs with the payrolls figures both coming in 
worse than expected. Nonfarm public payrolls and private payrolls both missed expectations by more than 60,000 
jobs and the private payrolls figure came in at a meager 118,000 jobs created during the month. This reading of 
118,000 made it two months in a row of very poor private payrolls, as the economy needs to produce about 
200,000 jobs on the private side just to pick up new entrants into the market, according to most economists. 
Despite both of the payroll figures looking so poor, the overall unemployment rate did not change, holding steady 
at 5.1 percent during the month of September. Wrapping up the week on Friday was the factory orders change for 
the month of August, which saw orders decline by 1.7 percent, a slightly faster deceleration than was expected, 
but not fast enough for the markets to be alarmed. 



 
 
UPCOMING RELEASES 

 
After such a busy week last week it is nice to see that this week is very slow. The release highlighted in green 
below has the ability to impact the overall markets on the day it is released: 

 

DATE RELEASE RELEASE RANGE 
MARKET 

EXPECTATION 

10/5/2015 ISM Services September 2015 58 

10/7/2015 Consumer Credit August 2015 $19.5B 

10/8/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 275K 

10/8/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2205K 

10/8/2015 FOMC Minutes September Meeting - 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 
This week starts out on Monday with the release of the Services side of the ISM Index for the month of 
September. Much like the overall ISM released late last week this release should come in very close to 
expectations and be a non market impacting release. On Wednesday the consumer credit figure for the month of 
August is set to be released with expectations that consumer credit will have increased by almost $20 billion 
during the month. Remember that there is a bit of pull forward financing as people raced to get credit extended to 
them before the September Fed meeting, at which interest rates could have been increased. On Thursday the 
standard weekly unemployment related figures for the previous week are set to be released with initial jobless 
claims expected to be slightly higher than they were last week, while continuing jobless claims are expected to be 
slightly lower than last week. If we see both expectations met it would likely have an offsetting effect on the 
overall markets. The markets on Thursday, however, will be much more focused on the FOMC meeting minutes 
than the weekly jobless figures. The meeting minutes from the September meeting are set to be the last economic 
news release of the week this week when they are released on Thursday. While there is likely no new information, 
the discussions and vote on whether or not to raise rates at the last meeting was so close that they could hold a 
little more information than other meeting minutes. I don’t think there will be anything that will definitively 
signal if the Fed will raise rates during the end of 2015 or not, as this decision will likely be predicated on data 
that has yet to be released. In addition to the scheduled economic news releases, there are five speeches being 
given by Fed officials that the markets will likely be listening to very closely for any clues as to when rates may 
be increased. 

 



Fun Fact of the Week – What would you call a group of politicians? 

 
 
Have a great week! 
Peter Johnson 
 
A referral from a client is a tremendous compliment and a huge responsibility that can never be taken lightly. 
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If you would like to unsubscribe to this weekly commentary just let me know. 

 
A group of nightingales is called a watch 
A group of parrots is called a company 
A group of geese in flight is called a skein  
A group of ravens is called unkindness  
 
Source: http://www.birdnature.com/groupnames.html 
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